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Inkaterra Hacienda Urubamba is a family-friendly luxury boutique hotel that offers a

variety of local activities.

This contemporary hotel was designed with colonial inspiration that brings with it old world

luxury blended with new world beauty. It’s nestled amid flowers, mountains and trees in

the heart of Urubamba Valley (Cusco, Peru), creating a retreat-type atmosphere.

While it offers a restful setting it still presents plenty of things to do including Cusco, Peru

sports like horseback riding, mountain biking and rafting.
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Andean Cock of the Rock

Guided Excursions

The hotel also features guided excursions with professionally trained Inkaterra Explorer

Guides who are versed in Spanish or English.

Photography buffs will enjoy the Birds of Urubamba excursion, (1/4 day) or can take

advantage of the half-day Challa Huasi Tril where guests learn about birds as well as

medicinal plants. A twilight mountain event also teaches about medicinal plants but is a

favorite for astronomy enthusiasts as well.

These and other excursions are rated by difficulty level so check the Inkaterra Hacienda

Urubamba website to see the complete list of activities and to see whether or not the

excursion that interests you is recommended for children or not.

Languages besides Spanish and English are also available but may incur an additional

charge.

Accommodations

Accommodations include suites with the largest accommodating up to 6 guests in a

spacious duplex room which features a panoramic terrace view and fire place. Amenities

in all the suites and rooms include free Internet, flat screen TVs with cable, complimentary

mini bar, and more.
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The Sacred Valley of the Incas features some of the finest Inca sites and enjoys pleasant

weather, folk arts and crafts so for travelers ready to discover the ancient traditions,

history, and the natural charm of the Sacred Valley, the Inkaterra Hacienda Urubamba is

an ideal place to stay.
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